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Computing Adapted Bases for Conformal Automorphism
Groups of Riemann Surfaces
Jane Gilman
This paper is dedicated to Emilio Bujalance on his 60th birthday
Abstract. The concept of an adapted homology basis for a prime order con-
formal automorphism of a compact Riemann surface originated in [6, 7, 8, 9]
and is extended to arbitrary finite groups of conformal automorphisms in [12].
Here we compute some examples of adapted homology bases for some groups
of automorphisms. The method is to begin by apply the Schreier-Reidemeister
rewriting process and the Schreier-Reidemeister Theorem from [25] and then
to eliminate generators and relations until there is one single large defining
relation for the fundamental group in which every generator and its inverse
occurs. We are then able to compute the action of the group on the homol-
ogy image of these generators in the first homology group. The matrix of the
action is in a simple form.
1. Introduction
This paper is about adapted homology bases for conformal automorphism
groups of compact Riemann surfaces. The concept of an adapted homology ba-
sis can be extended from a cyclic group of prime order to an arbitrary conformal
automorphism group [12]. Our emphasis here is on the method. Adapted bases can
be considered from two different equivalent approaches: one is from the geomet-
ric/topological perspective of coverings and curve lifting and the other is from the
algebraic perspective of groups and their subgroups using the Schreier-Reidemeister
theory. In particular, although in the original concept and initial results [6, 7] used
curve lifting, it became clear that using Shreier-Reidemeister theory [25] gave a
much less ad hoc method and more robust, complete results [9, 10]. Here we
give three explicit examples (sections 6, 7, and 8) demonstrating how the Schreier-
Reidemeister method is used to find adapted homology bases.
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2. The Set-Up and Notation
Let S, a compact Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 2 and G, a group of conformal
automorphisms of S, with order, o(G) = n. G acts on S with quotient S0 = S/G,
of genus g0.
G induces an action on the free homotopy gropup of S and on the first homology
of S. Here by abuse of notation we do not distinguish between the action of G on
S, on the free homotopy group, or on homology.
2.1. Well-known facts. If y1, ..., ym are the fixed points on S of elements of
G, then Gyi , the stabilizer of yi is cyclic for each i. Set ni = o(Gyi), the order of
Gyi . The covering π : S → S0 is branched over t points p1, ..., pt. If π(yi) = pj,
then there are n
ni
distinct points projecting onto pj . As this is a regular covering,
the points over each given pj have the same branch order. The Riemann-Hurwitz
Theorem implies
2g = 2n(g0)− 2n+ 2 + nΣ
t
i=1(1−
1
ni
).
We assume that S and S0 are uniformized by the Fuchsian groups Γ and Γ0 and
that U = {x + iy|x, y ∈ Ry > 0} is the upper half-plane in C so that S = U/Γ
and S0 = U/Γ0. While Γ is a surface group, Γ0 is either a surface group or an
orbifold group depending upon whether it contain elliptics. We note that Γ0/Γ is
isomorphic to G and that ∃φ : Γ0 → G with Γ = Kerφ.
The map φ is the known as surface kernel map or the surface kernel homo-
morphism. A vector that gives the same information as the surface kernel map is
known as the generating vector. It is the vector
(φ(a1), ..., φ(ag0 ), φ(b1), ..., φ(bg0), φ(x1), ..., φ(xt))
where
Γ0 = 〈a1, ..., ag0 , b1, ..., bg0 , x1, ..., xt | R = (Π
g0
j=1[aj , bj ])·x1 · · ·xt = 1; x
ni
i = 1, i = 1, ..., t〉.
Γ0/Γ is isomorphic to G and acts as outer automorphisms on Γ. Both G and Γ0/Γ
induce an action on the first homology group of S. By abuse of notation we do
not distinguish between the action of G on the surface and the action induced on
the first homology group. We write the fundamental group multiplicatively and
the first homology group additively. We use = for equality both in Γ and in the
homology group, but sometimes emphasize equality in homology by using ≈h.
2.2. Original motivation and potential applications. The original mo-
tivation for considering adapted bases was to establish an algebraic structure on
the moduli space of compact surfaces with punctures. Moduli space is the quotient
of the Teichmu¨ller Space under the action of the Mapping-class group, but it can
also be obtained by factoring through the Siegel Upper Half plane, that is by tak-
ing the images of the period matrices in the Siegel Upper half Plane factored out
by the action of the Siegel Modular group. It was known by the work of Bailey
using the Satake Compactification of the quotient of the Siegel Upper half Plane
under the Siegel Modular group, that the moduli space of compact surfaces was a
quasi-projective variety.
If one begins with a punctured surface, one can form a two sheeted covering
that is branched over the punctures. The covering will have a conformal involution
that fixes the points lying over the punctures. The matrix of the involution with
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respect to the adapted basis will then have an image in the Siegel modular group
and as such will act on the period matrices of all surfaces. The fixed points then
of the involution will be a subvariety corresponding to punctured surfaces and its
image in moduli space an algebraic variety. There is some work to extend the
action of the image of the adapted automorphism in the Siegel Modular group to
the compactification of moduli space.
We mention a number of potential applications of adapted bases which will
be addressed more fully in [12]. One area of applications is to the representation
variety [14, 15, 27]. We consider the representation variety of the fundamental
group of a compact surface of genus g ≥ 2, Hom(π1(S), PSL(2,R)/PSL(2,R))
where the action of PSL(2,R) is given by conjugation. If S is a surface with a
conformal automorphism group G, there is a representation of the fundamental
group of S where the images of the curves in PSL(2,R) have equal traces. That
is, there is a set of generators for the fundamental group of S whose images give
an adapted homology basis and, therefore, whose traces satisfy certain relations.
Conversely, if π1(S) has a representation whose traces satisfy these relations, S has
a conformal automorphism group isomorphic to G. That is, the length function
will have certain symmetries. A corollary of the definition of an adapted basis,
definition 3.1 below, and the existence of such a basis is:
Corollary 2.1. Representations of discrete groups with conformal automor-
phisms can be identified by the traces of elements in the representation.
The existence of adapted bases will give further results about strata in the
Teichmuller space and their algebraic structure. It would be nice if it these together
with the results for all finite groups could be used to say something new about the
disparity in dimensions count for Hg, the Siegel Upper-half plane (i.e. (g(g+1)/2))
and that of the period matrices for compact Riemann surfaces that it contains since
Teichmuller space or moduli space has dimension (3g − 3) for compact surfaces.
3. Adapted homology basis
Heuristically, an adapted basis is basis in which the action of a group is in a par-
ticularly nice simple form. The original definition for prime order automorphisms
[6, 7, 9] can be extended to any finite group G of conformal automorphisms.
Definition 3.1. (Adapted Homology Basis) [12] The homology basis of S, B,
is adapted to a finite group G if for each γ ∈ B one of the following occurs:
(1) γ and g(γ) are in the basis for all g ∈ G and g(γ) 6= γ.
(2) γ and hj(γ) are in the basis for all j = 0, 1, ...,mi−2 where h ∈ G is of
order mi, and
hmi−1(γ) = −(γ + h(γ) + · · ·+ hmi−2(γ)).
Further for each right coset representative, gh, for G modulo 〈h〉, we have
that gh(γ) and (gh ◦ h
j)(γ) are in the basis for all j = 0, 1, ...,mi−2 and
(gh ◦ h
mi−1)(γ) = −(gh(γ) + (gh ◦ h)(γ) + · · · (gh ◦ h
mi−2)(γ)).
(3) γ = hr(γ0), r 6= mi−1 where γ0 is one of the curves in item 2 above.
(4) g(γ) ∈ B for all g ∈ G0, G0 a subgroup of G of order m. All of the
other n/m images of γ under G are permuted appropriately by conjugate
elements. Further if h is a coset representative of G/G0, then either h(γ)
or −h(γ) is in B.
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Here by abuse of notation we do not distinguish between the action of G on the
surface and the action induced on the first homology group or between a curve on
the surface and its image in homology. We do not use different notation for equality
in the group G, the fundamental group, or the homology group except we use ≈h
when it seems important to emphasize that this is equality of curves in homology.
When we construct adapted homology bases we refer to curves of type (1), (2),
(3), and (4) as in definition 3.1 above.
We note that they can be more than one homology basis that is an adapted
basis for any given group.
The question of the existence of an adapted homology basis for any G of finite
order is addressed in [12]. Further, the numbers of the different types of elements in
the basis depends upon the fixed point structure of the groupG which is determined
by the surface kernel homomorphism or equivalently by the generating vector in a
manner that can be made precise again using definition 3.1 and the existence to
give
Corollary 3.2. [12] If G is a group of conformal automorphisms of S of order
n, then the matrix of the action of an element of G on an appropriately ordered
adapted homology basis breaks up into blocks: an element of type (1) will give a
block that is an n × n permutation matrix; elements of type (2) will gives blocks
that are (mi−1)× (mi−1) matrices with 1’s along the super diagonal, all elements
of the last row −1 and all other entries 0; elements of type (4) will give n×n square
matrices that contain permuted blocks of n/mi blocks of (mi)× (mi) permutation
matrices.
Note that every element of G either fixes this basis (but not the ordered basis)
or maps some elements into their inverse. That is, elements of G will permute the
blocks and/or the entries within the blocks, but may map some generators into
their inverses.
Remark 3.3. The matrix will, of course, not necessarily be a symplectic matrix,
but the intersection numbers of the curves can be computed from the surface kernel
map φ using the methods of [13]. The method there is applied to the prime order
case and is due to Patterson, but it also applies to an arbirtary finite order group
and has been used by subsequent authors. Further, and there are methods for
finding the corresponding symplectic matrix and the action of the group on the
corresponding homology basis [13, 10].
Remark 3.4. We note that if the group has no fixed points, then all elements
are of type 1 or 4. If the quotient has genus 0, all elements are of type 2 or 3,
so a large automorphism group in the sense of Kulkarni with quotient of genus 0,
will have all elements γ of type 2 or 3 and every curve on the surface will satisfy
Σg∈Gg(γ) ≈h 1. Note that Kulkarni defines a large automorphism groups one where
the order of the group is greater than 4(g − 1) so that the genus of the quotient
must be 0 or 1. The latter occurs only for triangle groups. Here we speak of large
automorphism groups in the sense of Kulkarni of genus 0.
4. Outline of the Method
In order to find the adapted basis pick a set of right coset representatives for
Γ0/Γ. One must choose a Schreier system of cosets, that is one where the initial
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segment of any representative is itself a representative. Use the theorem from [25]
Theorem 5.1 page and given below. This gives a presentation for the kernel, that
is generators and relations for the kernel. This uses the coset representatives to
obtain generators for the kernel. There is a rewriting system τ rewriting any word
in the kernel as a word in the chosen generators. One then eliminates of generators
and relations via an algorithm [12] using Teitze transformations until there is only
one main relation of length 4g. The relation contains each word and its inverse
exactly once. One can compute the action of elements of the group by conjugating
the word by a coset representative on a word using and computing the image of the
conjugate under τ .
The full algorithm for the elimination of generators and relations is given in
[12]. We give examples of the computations and the full elimination process in the
case of three groups.
Treatments of the Schreier-Reidemeister methods can be found in Lyndon-
Schupp [22] and the text of D. Johnson [18]. See also works of Marston Condor,
Gareth Jones [20] and David Singerman as well as that of Costa and Turbek [5].
5. Schreier-Reidemeister Theorem
We remind the reader of the Schreier-Reidemeister Theorem.
Theorem 5.1. (Schreier-Reidemeister [25] as stated for our situation) Let Γ0
have generators
a1, ..., ag0 , b1, ..., bg0 , x1, ...xt
and relations
R = Πg0i=1[ai, bi] · x1 · · ·xt = 1, x
nj
j = 1, j = 1, ..., t.
and let Γ be the subgroup of Γ0 with G as above G isomorphic Γ0/Γ.
If τ is a Reidemeister-Schreier rewriting process, then Γ can be presented as a
group with generators
SK,ai , SK,bi , i = 1, ..., g0 and, SK,xj , j = 1, ..., t
and relations
τ(KRK−1) = 1, τ(Kx
nj
j K
−1) = 1, j = 1, ..., t, SM,a = 1
where K runs over a complete set of coset representative and M is a coset repre-
sentative and a any element of Γ0 with Ma freely equal to Ma.
Here K is a system of Schreier right coset representatives for Γ0/Γ (that is,
a systems of coset representatives where any initial segment of a representative is
also a representative). We let w denote the coset representative for a word w ∈ Γ0.
SK,y = KyKy
−1
for any generator y. The rewriting process τ expresses a word in
the generators for Γ0 as a word in the generators for the kernel, if the word is in the
kernel and is defined as follows: let ci, i = 1, ..., r be generators of Γ0 and ǫi = ±1.
τ(cǫ11 c
ǫ2
2 c
ǫ3
3 · · · c
ǫr
r ) = S
ǫ1
K1,c1
Sǫ2K2,c2 · · ·S
ǫr
Kr,cr
where Ki = c1c2 · · · ci−1 if ǫi = 1 and Ki = c1c2 · · · ci−1ci if ǫi = −1.
Definition 5.2. For ease of reference, when q is in the generating set for Γ0,
we refer to the SK,q as the q-generators for Γ.
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One can speak of relators for the groups Γ0 and Γ or of relations. Relators omit
the equal sign, but relations do not. We also use the equal sign to denote equality
in homology but use ≈h to denote equality in the homology group for emphasis at
times. That is, we use ≈h to denote homology when the distinction between = and
≈h is significant.
Reminder: As noted in section 3 we use the same notation for the conju-
gation action of an element of Γ on Γ0 as for its induced action on curves in the
corresponding homology basis and/or homotopy basis.
6. Example #1: A group with no fixed points: G = Z6
The Fuchsian group Γ0: Γ0 = 〈a, b, c, d | [a, b][c, d]|〉
The finite group: G = Z6 = 〈h〉.
The homomorphism, φ: φ(q) = φ(b) = φ(c) = 1;φ(d) = h. The generating
vector: (φ(a), φ(b), φ(c), φ(d)) = (1, 1, 1, h)
The Coset representatives: {1, , d, d2, d3, d4, d5}
A Riemann-Hurwitz calculation gives g = 7 as g0 = 2.
6.1. Subgroup generators.
For a. Write the subgroup generators for a, S1,a, Sb,a, Sd,a, Sd2,a, Sbd,a, Sbd2,a,
as:
• S1,a = aa
−1 =: A
• Sd,a = dada
−1
= h(A)
• Sdd,a = d
2ad2
−1
= h2(A)
• Sd3,a = d
3ad3
−1
= h3(A)
• Sd4,a = d
4ad4a
−1
= h4(A)
• Sd5,a = d
5ad5a
−1
= h5(A)
Compute τ(djad−j) = hj(A).
Computation for images of b and c are similar. Set S1,b = B and S1,c =
C (i.e. S1,b := B and S1,c := C) so that we have
B, h(B), h2(B), h3(B), h4(B), h5(B), h6(B) = B
and
C, h(C), h2(C), h3(C), h4(C), h5(C), h6(C) = C
Images of d. Here, by contrast, we will set S1,d6 = D (i.e. S1,d6 =: D).
• S1,d = dd
−1
= 1
• Sd,d = dddd
−1
= 1
• Sdd,d = d
2dd3
−1
= 1
• Sd3,a = d
3dd4
−1
= 1
• Sd4,d = d
4dd4d
−1
= 1
• Sd5,d = d
5dd5d
−1
= d5dd6d
−1
= d6 · 1 = d6 := D
We compute τ(djd6d−j) = τ(djDd−j) for all j to see that, hj(D) = D.
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τ(R) = τ([a, b][c, d]). τ(aba−1b−1cdc−1d−1) =
S1,a·Sa,b·S
−1
aba−1,a
·S−1
aba−1b−1,b
·S
aba−1b−1,c
·S
aba−1b−1c,d
·S−1
aba−1b−1cdc−1,c
·S−1
aba−1b−1cdc−1d−1,d
Set X = [A,B] and note that the S∗,d words are all 1. We obtain
(6.1) XCh(C) = 1
Compute τ(djRd−j) = τ(dj [a, b][c, d]d−j). For j = 1, 2, 3, 4 we obtain
(6.2) h(X)h(C)h2(C) = 1
(6.3) h2(X)h2(C)h3(C) = 1
(6.4) h3(X)h3(C)h4(C) = 1
(6.5) h4(X)h4(C)h5(C) = 1
But when we compute
(6.6) τ(d5Rd−5) = τ(d5[a, b][c, d]d−5),
we obtain D and D−1 in the relation:
(6.7) h5(X)h5(C)DC−1D−1 = 1
That is, let
Q = S1,d · Sd,d · Sd2,d · Sd3,d · Sd4
We obtain
Q·Sd5,a·Sd5a,b·
−1
d5aba−1,a
·S−1
d5aba−1b−1,b
·S
d5aba−1b−1,c
·S
d5aba−1b−1c,d
·S−1
d5aba−1b−1cdc−1,c
·S−1
d5aba−1b−1cdc−1d−1,d
·Q−1.
Since Q = 1, we obtain equation 6.7.
6.1.1. Eliminations. Now we could eliminate images of C from the six rela-
tions, but instead we note that XCh(C)−1 = 1 gives h(C) = XC since X is a
commutator we have h(C) ≈h C, where ≈h denotes homologous.
We end up with a single long relation the product of X and its five images
under h and the CDC−1D−1.
Since g0 = 2, the order of G is six, and there is no branching 2g−2 = g(2g0−2),
we have 2g = 14. Thus we have the correct number of generators and their inverses
in the long defining relation.
Now X = [A,B] so that hj(A) and hj(B) are in the basis for all j = 1, ..., 6.
We note that hj(D) ≈h D and h
j(C) ≈h C for all j. That is, we have twelve
generators of type (1) and two generators of type (4). Types (1) and (4) refer to
the types in definition 3.1.
Wirth respect to this basis, the matrix of the action of any element of G will
have two 6× 6 blocks that are permutation matrices and one 2× 2 identity matrix.
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7. The G = Z2 × Z2 example, example #2
The Fuchsian group Γ0; Γ0 = 〈a, b, c, d | abcd; a
2 = b2 = c2 = d2〉
The finite group: G = Z2 × Z2 = 〈g, h|g
2 = h2 = 1, gh = hg〉
The homomorphism φ: φ(a) = φ(b) = g, φ(c) = φ(d) = h,
The generating vector: (φ(a), φ(b), φ(c), φ(d) = (g, g, h, h)
Coset representatives: 1, b, d, bd
Riemann Hurwitz: 2− 2g = 4(2− 2g0)− 4[(1−
1
2
) + (1− 1
2
+ (1− 1
2
+ (1− 1
2
]
since g0 = 0 Thus g = 1. The homology basis will have two curves.
7.1. a-generators.
S1,a = ab
−1 =: A
Sb,a = ba
g(A) = τ(bab−1a−1) = S1,bSb,aS
−1
b,b S
−1
1,b = Sb,a = g(S1,a)
τ(aa) = S1,aSb,a
=⇒ Sb,a = S
−1
1,a
Sd,a = dabd
−1
= dad−1b−1
(τ(dab−1d−1) = S1,dSd,aS
−1
d,bS
−1
1,d = Sd,aS
−1
d,b -because all S∗,d = 1, as we will
see below.
h(S1,a) = Sd,aS
−1
d,b
h(Sd,a) = τ(ddad
−1b−1d−1) = S1,aS
−1
b,dS
−1
d,bS
−1
1,d = S1,aS
−1
b,d .
Sbd,a = bdad
−1
h(Sbd,a) = τ(dbdad
−1) = S1,dSd,bSbd,dSb,aS1,d = Sd,bSb,a
Sbd,a = S
−1
d,a
7.2. b-generators.
S1,b = bb
−1 = 1
Sb,b = b
2 × 1 = 1
Sd,b = db(bd)
−1 = dbd−1b−1 = [d, b] ≈h 1
Sbd,b = bdbd
−1 = bdb−1d−1 = [b, d] ≈h= 1
Sbd,b = S
−1
d,b
Note h(Sd,b) = τ(ddbd
−1b−1d−1)τ(bd−1b−1d−1 = S1,bS
−1
bd,dS
−1
d,bS
−1
1,d = S
−1
d,b =
Sbd,b.
g(Sd,b) = τ(bdbd
−1b−1b−1) = τ(bdbd−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,bS
−1
1,d = Sbd,b = S
−1
d,b
gh(Sd,b) = g(S
−1
b,d ) = Sd,b.
g(Sbd,b) = τ(bbdbd
−1b−1) = τ(dbd−1b−1) = Sb,d = S
−1
bd,b
h(Sbd,b) = τ(dbdbd
−1d−1) = τ(dbdb) = Sd,b = S
−1
bd,b
We have computed all of the images of the b-words under the group.
7.3. c-generators.
S1,c = cd
−1
Sb,c = bc(bd)
−1 = bcd−1b−1
Sd,c = dc(cd)
−1
= dcd−2 = dc
Sbd,c = bdcbdc
−1
= bdc(bd2)−1 = bdcb−1
Images of the c words under the group:
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g(S1,c) = τ(bS1,cb
−1) = τ(bcd−1b−1 = S1,bSb,cS
−1
b,dS
−1
1,b = Sb,c
h(S1,c) = τ(dS1,cd
−1) = τ(dcd−1d−1) = Sd,c
gh(S1,c) = τ(bdcd
−1d−1b−1) = τ(bdcb−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,cS
−1
1,b = Sbd,c
We note Sb,c = S
−1
bd,c and S1,c = S
−1
d,c . g(Sd,c) = τ(bdcb
−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,cS
−1
1,b =
Sbd,c
h(Sd,c) = τ(ddcd
−1) = S1,c
gh(Sd,c) = g(S1,c) = Sb,c
g(Sb,c) = τ(bbcd
−1b−1b−1) = τ(cd−1) = S1,cS
−1
1,d = S1,c
h(Sb,c) = τ(dbcd
−1b−1d−1) = τ(dbcd−1b−1d−1) = S1,dSd,bSbd,cS
−1
bd,dS
−1
d,bS
−1
1,d =
Sd,bSdb,cS
−1
d,b
gh(Sb,c) = g(Sd,b)g(Sdb,c)g(Sd,b)
−1) = S−1d,bg(Sbd,c)Sd,b
g(Sbd,c) = τ(bbdc(bd
2)−1b−1) = τ(bbdcd−1d−1b−1b−1) = Sd,c
7.4. d-generators.
S1,d = d · d
−1 = 1
Sb,d = bd(bd)
−1 = 1
Sd,d = dd
−1 = 1
Sbd,d = bd
2(b)−1 = 1
7.5. τ images.
τ(a2) = S1,aSb,a = 1
τ(ba2b−1) = S1,bSb,aS1,aS
−1
1,b = Sb,aS1,a = 1
τ(da2d−1)S1,dSd,aSbd,aS
−1
1,d = Sd,aSbd,a = 1.
τ(bda2d−1b−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,aSd,aSb,d−1S
−1
1,b = Sbd,aSd,a = 1.
7.6. τ(Kb2K−1). τ(b2) = S1,bSb,b = 1
τ(bb2b−1) = 1
τ(db2d−1) = S1,dSd,bSbd,bS
−1
1,d = Sd,bSbd,b = 1.
τ(bdb2d−1b−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,bSd,bS∗,d−1S
−1
1,b = Sbd,bSd,b = 1.
7.7. τ(Kc2K−1). τ(c2) = S1,cSb,c = 1
τ(bc2b−1) = S1,bSb,cSbd,cS
−1
1,b = Sb,cSbd,c
τ(dc2d−1) = S1,dSd,cS1,cS
−1
1,d = Sd,cS1,c.
τ(bdc2d−1b−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,cSd,cS
−1
∗,dS
−1
1,b = Sbd,cSd,c = 1.
7.8. τ(Kd2K−1) = 1∀K.
7.9. τ(KRK−1). where R = abcd
(1) τ(abcd) = S1,aSa,bSab,cSabc,d = S1,aSb,bS1,cSd,d = S1,aS1,c = 1
(2) τ(babcdb−1) = S1,bSb,aSba,bSbab,cSbabc,dS
−1
1,b = Sb,aSb,c = 1
(3) τ(dabcdd−1) = S1,dSd,aSda,bSdab,cSdabc,dS
−1
1,d = Sd,aSbd,bSb,c = 1
(4) τ(bdabcdd−1b−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,aSbda,bSbdab,cS
−1
bdabc,b
= Sbd,aSd,bSbd,c = 1
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7.10. Combining.
LetM =: Sd,a so thatM
−1 =: Sbd,a and let T =: Sb,c so that T
−1 =: Sbd,c. Let
Z = Sb,d. Since Sd,b = S
−1
bd,b, we have by 3 MZT = 1 and by 4 M
−1Z−1T−1 = 1
so that Z−1 =MT or Z = T−1M−1, yielding
MTM−1T−1 = 1.
We note:
g(M) = τ(bSd,ab
−1) = τ(bdad−1b−1b−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,aS
−1
1,d = Sbd,a = S
−1
d,a =M
−1.
h(M) = τ(dSd,ad
−1) = τ(ddad−1b−1d−1) = S1,a = S
−1
b,a =M
−1
gh(M) =M
g(T ) = τ(bSb,cb
−1) = τ(bbcd−1b−1b−1) = τ(cd−1) =
g(T ) = S1,cS
−1
1,d = S1,c = S
−1
b,c = T
−1.
h(T ) = τ(dSb,cd
−1) = τ(dbcd−1b−1d−1) = S1,dSb,dSbd,cS
−1
b,dS
−1
b,b S
−1
1,d = Sbd,c = S
−1
d,c = T
−1
and gh(T ) = T.
We are left with two generatorsM and T each of type (4) definition 3.1. Finally
we can double check that the elements in our group fix the correct number of points
on the surface using the fact that the number of fixed points of an element is the
same as 2 - the trace of its action on homology by the Lefshetz fixed point formula
[23].
8. Example #3: different Γ0, but the same G = Z2 × Z3
The Fuchsian group Γ0: Γ0 = 〈a, b, c, d, e | abcde; a
2 = b2; c3 = d3 = e3〉
The finite group G: G = Z2 × Z3 = 〈g, h|g
2 = h3 = 1, gh = hg〉
The surface kernel map φ: φ(a) = φ(b) = g, φ(c) = φ(d) = φ(e) = h,
The generating vector: (φ(a), φ(b), φ(c), φ(d), φ(e)) = (g, g, h, h, h)
Coset representatives: 1, b, d, d2, bd, bd2
Use the Riemann-Hurwitz theorem to compute that since g0 = 0, g = 4, so
that a homology basis will have 8 elements.
8.1. a-generators.
S1,a = ab
−1 =: A
Sb,a = ba
τ(bab−1a−1) = S1,bSb,aS
−1
b,b S
−1
1,b = Sb,a. Later we will write Sb,a = g(S1,a).
τ(aa) = S1,aSb,a
=⇒ Sb,a = S
−1
1,a
Sd,a = dabd
−1
τ(dab−1d−10 = S1,dSd,aS
−1
d,dS
−1
1,d = Sd,a. Later we will write h(S1,a) = Sd,a.
Sd2,a = d
2a(bd2)−1 = d2ad−2b−1 = [d2, a]ab−1.
Note Sd2,a =≈h S1,a
Sbd,a
Sbd2,a
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8.2. b-generators.
S1,b = bb
−1 = 1
Sb,b = b
2
Since this is a relator. We can remove Sb,b from the generating set if we replace
each of its occurrences by 1.
Sd,b = db(bd)
−1 = dbd−1b−1 = [b, d]. Thus Sd,b ≈h 1.
Sd2,b = d
2b(bd2)−1 = [b, d2]. Thus Sd2,b ≈h 1.
Sbd,b = bdbd
−1 = b[d, b]b. Thus Sbd,b ≈h 1.
Sbd2,b = bd
2bd−2 = [b, d2] = b[d2, b]b. Thus Sbd2,b ≈h 1.
8.3. c-generators.
S1,c = cd
−1
Sb,c = bc(bd)
−1 = bcd−1b−1. Since Sb,c = [b, c]cb
−1, Sb,c ≈h 1 ≈ cb
−1. and
τ(Sb,c) = τ(bbcbc
−1
b−1 = τ(bbcd−1b−1b−1)τ(cd−1 = S1, cS1, d−1 = S1,c.
Thus Sd,c = dc(cd)
−1 = dcd−2
Thus Sd,c = dcd
−1c−1cd−1 = [d, c−1]cd−1 =≈h 1cd
−1 ≈h cd
−1 = S−11,c
Sd2,c = d
2cd2c
−1
= d2c
and
h(Sd2,c)τ(dd
2cd−1) = τ(cd−2 = S1,cS
−1
1,d = S1,c.
Sbd,c = bdcbdc
−1
= bdc(bd2)−1 = bdcd−2b−1 = bdcd−1b−1 =
b[d, c]cd−1b−1 = [b, [d, c]][d, c]bcd−1b−1
= [b, [d, c]][d, c]bcb−1c−1cbd−1b−1
= [b, [d, c]][d, c]cd−1dbd−1b−1b−1 = [b, [d, c]][d, c]cd−1[d, b].
Thus Sbd,c ≈h cd
−1
Sbd2,c = bd
2cb−1 = bd−1cb−1
Sbd2,c = bd
−1cdc−1cd−1b−1 = b−1[d−1, c]cd−1b
Sbd2,c ≈h b
−1cd−1b = (cd−1)[cd−1, b−1]
h(Sbd2,c) = [b, d]Sb,c[b, d]
−1
h(Sb,c) ≈h τ(dcb
−1d−1 =≈h S1,dSd2,cS
−1
bd2,b
S−1bd,d ≈h Sd2,c
8.4. d-generators.
S1,d = dd
−1 = 1
Sb,d = bd(bd)
−1 = 1
Sd,d = dd
−1 = 1
Sd2,d = d
3 = 1
Sbd,d = bd
2(bd2)−1 = 1
Sbd2,d = bd
ddb−1 = bd3b−1
8.5. e-generators.
S1,e = ed
−1
Sb,e = be(bd)
−1 = bed−1b−1.
Thus g(S1,e) = τ(bS1,bb
−1) = τ(bed−1b−1) = Sb,e
Sd,e = de(ed)
−1 = ded−2
Thus h(S1,e) = τ(ded
−2) = S1,dSd,eS
−1
d,dS
−1
1,d = Sd,e,
and we have also: Sd,e = ded
−1e−1ed−1) = ([d, e]ed−1) ≈h S1,e
Sd2,e = d
2e = d−1e
Thus h(Sd,e) = τ(dSd,ed
−1) = τ(dded−2d−1 = τ(dde) = S1,dSd,dSd2,e = Sd2,e.
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h(Sd2,e) = τ(ddded2e
−1
d−1) = τ(ed−1) = S1,dS
−1
1,d = S1,e.
Sbd,e = bdebde
−1
= bde(bd2)−1 = bded−2b−1.
Thus Sbd,e = bded
−1e−1ed−1b−1 = bd[e, d−1]ed−1b−1 ≈h bded
−1b−1 = bded−2db−1 =
bd·ed−1e−1d·d−1e·d−1b−1 = bd[e, d−1]d−1ed−1b−1 = product of some commutators d−1e ≈h
d−1e = Sd2,e.
Sbd2,e = bd
2eb−1 = bd−1eb−1
Sbd2,e = bd
−1ede−1ed−1b−1 = b[d−1, e]ed−1b−1 = b[d−1, e]S1,eb
−1 = [b, [d−1e, e]S1,e]S1,e ≈h
S1,e
8.6. τ images.
τ(a2) = S1,aSb,a = 1
τ(ba2b−1) = S1,bSb,aS1,aS
−1
1,b = Sb,aS1,a = 1
τ(da2d−1)S1,dSd,aSbd,aS1,d−1 = Sd,aSbd,a = 1.
τ(d2a2d−2) = S1,dSd,dSd2,aSbd2,aS
−1
d,dS
−1
1,d = Sd2,aSbd2,a = 1
τ(bda2d−1b−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,aSd,aSb,d−1S
−1
1,b = Sbd,aSd,a = 1.
τ(bd2a2d−2b−1) = S−11,bSb,dSbd,dSbd2,aSd2,aS
−1
bd,dSb,d−1S
−1
1,b = Sbd2,aSd2,a = 1
Note we can thus eliminate a− words at some point and combine the 6 relators
into 3.
8.7. τ(Kb2K−1).
τ(bb) = S1,bSb,b = 1 but each these two words are already the identity, thus
the relator is Sb,b = 1
τ(bbbb−1) yields nothing that is, τ(b2) = t(bbbb−1) = 1.
τ(dbbd−1) = S1,dSd,bSbd,bS
−1
1,d =⇒ Sd,b = S
−1
bd,b
τ(bdbbd−1b−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,bSd,bS
−1
b,dS1,b =⇒ Sd,b = S
−1
bd,b
τ(ddbbd−1) = S1,dSd,dSd2,bSbd2,bS
−1
d,d = 1 =⇒ Sd2,b = S
−1
bd2,b
.
8.8. τ(KcccK−1).
τ(ccc) = S1,cSd,cSd2,c = 1
I.e. Ch(C)h2(C) = 1.
τ(bcccb−1) = 1 =⇒ g(C)gh(C)gh2(C) = 1.
8.9. τ(KeeeK−1). τ(eee) = S1,eSd,eSd2,e = 1
Eventually we will have, Eh(E)h2(E) = 1 if we set E = S1,e and
τ(beeeb−1) = 1 =⇒ g(E)gh(E)gh2(E) = 1.
8.10. τ(ddd).
τ(ddd) = S1,dSd,dSd2,d
τ(bdddb−1) = S1,bSb,dSbd,dSbd2,dS
−1
1,b = Sb,dSbd,dSbd2,d
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8.11. τ(KRK−1). where R = abcde.
(1) τ(abcde) = S1,aSa,bSab,cSabc,dSabcd,e.
Note that all of the S∗,d are 1. Let A = S1,a, C = S1,c, and E = S1,e.
τ(abcde) = A · Sb,b · C · Sd,d · h
2(E) = 1.
Continue computing.
(2) τ(babcdeb−1) = 1 gives
S1,bSb,aSba,bSbab,cSbabc,dSbabcd,eS
−1
1,b
(3) τ(dabcded−1) = 1 gives
S1,dSd,aSda,bSdab,cSdabc,dSdabcd,eS
−1
1,d
(4) τ(d2abcded−2) = 1
S1,dSd,dSd2,aSd2a,bSd2ab,cSd2abc,dSd2abcd,eS
−1
d,dS
−1
1,d
(5) τ(bdabcded−1b−1) = 1 gives
S1,bSb,dSbd,aSbda,bSbdab,cSbdabc,dSbdabcd,eS
−1
b,dS
−1
1,b
(6) τ(bd2abcded−2b−1) = 1 gives
S1,bSb,dSbd,dSbd2,aSbd2a,bSbd2ab,cSbd2abc,dSbd2abcd,eS
−1
bd,dS
−1
b,dS
−1
1,b
We solve the above relations and observe
(1) τ(abcde) = 1 gives
S−11,a = Sa,bSab,cSabc,dSabcd,e
(2) τ(babcdeb−1) = 1 gives (since S1,b = 1),
S−1b,a = Sba,bSbab,cSbabc,dSbabcd,e
(3) τ(dabcded−1) = 1 gives (since S1,d = 1)
S−1d,a = Sda,bSdab,cSdabc,dSdabcd,e
(4) τ(d2abcded−2) = 1 gives (since S1,d = 1 and Sd,d = 1,)
S−1
d2,a
= S
d2a,b
S
d2ab,c
S
d2abc,d
S
d2abcd,e
(5) τ(bdabcded−1b−1) = 1 gives (since S1,b = 1 and Sb,d = 1),
S−1bd,a = Sbda,bSbdab,cSbdabc,dSbdabcd,e
(6) τ(bd2abcded−2b−1) = 1 gives (since S1,b = 1, Sb,d = 1 and Sbd,d = 1),
S−1
bd2,a
= S
bd2a,b
S
bd2ab,c
S
bd2abc,d
S
bd2abcd,e
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8.12. Elimination to three relations:
Now we have relators
S1,aSb,a = 1
Sbd,aSd,a = 1
Sbd2,aSd2,a = 1
We can, therefore, eliminate the τ(Ka2K−1) = 1 relations for allK. and obtain
three relators from the six long relators and eliminate the six a2-relators and the
six a−generators.
(1)
Sba,bSbab,cSbabc,dSbabcd,eSa,bSab,cSabc,dSabcd,e
(2)
Sbda,bSbdab,cSbdabc,dSbdabcd,eSda,bSdab,cSdabc,dSdabcd,e
(3)
S
bd2a,b
S
bd2ab,c
S
bd2abc,d
S
bd2abcd,e
S
d2a,b
S
d2ab,c
S
d2abc,d
S
d2abcd,e
Use the fact that S1,dSd,dSd2,d is a realtor to combine these three relators
into one relator and eliminate the generators S1,d, Sd,d and Sd,d, but First rewrite
without the x
(1) S1,bSb,cSbd,dSbd2,eSb,bS1,cSd,dSd2,e
(2) Sd,bSbd,cSbd2,dSb,eSbd,bSd,cSd2,dS1,e
(3) Sd2,bSbd2,cSb,dSbd,eSbd2,bSd2,cS1,dSd,e
and then
(1) S−1d,d = Sd2,eS1,bSb,cSbd,dSbd2,eSb,bS1,c
(2) S−1
d2,d
= S1,eSd,bSbd,cSbd2,dSb,eSbd,bSd,c
(3) S−11,d = Sd,eSd2,bSbd2,cSb,dSbd,eSbd2,bSd2,c
We obtain
S−1
dd,d
S−1d,dS
−1
1,d =
Sd2,eS1,bSb,cSbd,dSbd2,eSb,bS1,cS1,eSd,bSbd,cSbd2,dSb,eSbd,bSd,cSd,eSd2,bSbd2,cSb,dSbd,eSbd2,bSd2,c
Finally, replace Sd2,e by (S1,eSd,e)
−1, Sbd2,e by (Sb,eSbd,e)
−1, Sd2,c by (S1,cSd,c)
−1,
Sbd2,c by (Sb,cSbd,c)
−1.
Eliminate the b− generators and relations, to obtain one single relation (dis-
played on two lines, but a product):
(S1,eSd,e)
−1Sb,cSbd,d(Sb,eSbd,e)
−1S1,cS1,eSbd,cSb,eSd,cSd,e(Sb,cSbd,c)
−1Sbd,e(S1,cSd,c)
−1×
Sd2,eSb,cSbd,dSbd2,eS1,cS1,eSbd,cSb,eSd,cSd,eSbd2,cSbd,eSd2,c
And lastly eliminate the remaining d−generators and relations to obtain one
long relation involving eight generators for the fundamental group of Γ and their
inverses
(S1,eSd,e)
−1Sb,c(Sb,eSbd,e)
−1S1,cS1,eSbd,cSb,eSd,cSd,e(Sb,cSbd,c)
−1Sbd,e(S1,cSd,c)
−1
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8.13. Final homology computation.
Recall that g and h denote the action of elements of Γ0 on Γ by conjugation.
Now we may assume that E is the image of S1,e in the first homology group so
that h(E), h2(E) denote the images under h with g(E), hg(E) = gh(E), h2g(E) =
gh2(E) the other images of E.
Similarly let C be the image in the first homology group of S1,c.
We have a set of generators for homology of the form:
E, h(E), g(E), gh2(E), gh(E), C, h(C), g(C), gh2(C), gh(C)
We turn this into a homology basis with
E and g(E) are in the basis and C and g(C) are in the basis. The same holds
for E−1 and C−1 and their images under g.
E and h(E) are in the basis with h2(E) ≈h −(E + h(E)) g(E) and gh(E) are
in the basis with gh2(E) ≈h −(g(E) + h
2g(E))
C and h(C) are in the basis with h2(C) ≈h −(C + h(C))
g(C) and gh(C) are in the basis with gh2(C) ≈h −(g(C) + hg(C))
with appropriate images relations for the curves under the other generators for
Γ0/Γ and g(C)
9. The fixed points and matrices
We compute the matrices of the action on homology with respect the ordered
basis E, g(E), h(E), gh(E), C, g(C), h(C), gh(C)
Let P =


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

 , Q =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
−1 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 −1

 , and T =


0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 −1
−1 0 −1 0


The matrices of g, h and gh with respect to the basis
E, g(E), h(E), gh(E), C, g(C), h(C), gh(C)
break up into blocks where 0n represents the n × n the matrix of all zeros for an
integer n and thus 04 the 4× 2 such matrix.
Mg =
(
P 04
04 P
)
,Mh =
(
Q 04
04 Q
)
, andMgh =
(
T 04
04 T
)
Using the Lefschetz fixed point formula [23] we can double check that these
transformations have the correct number of fixed points (as defined by the original
surface kernel map) by computing 2−TrMh = 6, 2−TrMg = 2, and 2−TrMgh = 0
where Tr denotes the trace of a matrix.
Observe that Mg has four non-zero blocks that are 2× 2 permutation matrices.
The matrix Mh is built upon an element of type (2) and if the ordered basis is
rearranged to be E, h(E), g(E), gh(E), C, h(C), g(C), gh(C) we have if
Q0 =


0 1 0 0
−1 −1 0 0
01 0 0 1
0 01 −1 −1

, then h has the matrix
(
Q0 04
04 Q0
)
.
If the ordered basis is E, h2(E), gh(E), g(E), C, h2(C), gh(C), g(C), let
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T0 =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
−1 −1 0 0

 so that gh then has the matrix
(
T0 04
04 T0
)
.
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